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Between Birth and Death - I
Nadezhda Atanasova

Whenever we talk about profes-
sional Bulgarian puppet theater, we
should always start, without excep-
tion, with the name of Mara

Penkova. It is a law that when putting
facts in chronological order we have
to, quite rightly, start with that which
came first.

The first and only time I met Mara
Penkova was at my own wedding
reception. Sitting amongst a crowd of
younger people she struck me as
modest and somewhat unremarkable.

Very soon after this encounter
Penkova fell seriously ill, only to make
a brief recovery before finally passing
away in 1959. Then with the passing
of the years I slowly felt my interest
towards her work growing. I even felt
certain at times that as soon as I met
her I had sensed a kind of glow ema-
nating from her, a kind that only truly
spiritual people possess. This, of
course, must have just been a fig-
ment of my imagination as back then
I was very young and our encounter
too brief and in too noisy of a sur-
rounding for it to be true. However,
soon after our meeting I felt the need
to write about her and after finishing
my theater studies I earnestly began
gathering any material that was
linked to her work in the puppet the-
ater. I won't start by grumbling but it
was a slow and difficult process. The
memories and recollections gathered
from her former colleagues and con-
tacts left me with more of a record of
emotions than actual facts. The
years had obviously swallowed up the
details. Yet the hardest thing of all
was finding someone to publish my
very bulky material. Even one promi-
nent editor who was clearly hesitating

whether to take it on told me: "I don't
know, this first group of puppet actors
seem very bad," obviously alluding to
the way that I had presented them.
No. I thought, they don't "seem" bad,
they are bad, but also uncompromis-
ing and with an unbelievably strong
faith in the value of their work.
Penkova's contribution in creating
such a moral foundation in the the-
ater is beyond debate. Her personali-
ty and work are inextricably entwined,
made up of everything that has hap-
pened in the National Puppet Theater
from its beginnings right up to her
death. Built into the very fiber of the
puppet theater is her way of thinking,
her unreserved devotion to this art for
children and to its collective morality.
I no longer hesitate to class her work
as "unique" because it really is, both
in scope and meaning.

***
Another encounter that I still

clearly remember from those years
is with the scenographer Milka

Nacheva. She and her husband had
been the witnesses at my wedding.
During the following years we didn't
manage to see each other regularly
but every encounter with her man-
aged to put a smile on my face in its
own special way. Milka was particu-
larly good natured and exuded calm-
ness. I never heard her utter a bad
word about anybody. Her tone always
remained calm. She used to talk with
an almost childlike intonation and
preferred to look at things in a posi-
tive light. Always with a purpose, she
was constantly attending to some
professional matter or other.
Whether in her studio or not she was
always doing something with her
hands, be it working on the puppets,
giving the finishing touches to some
planning or just arranging flowers or
materials. This level of absorption in
everything she did even pleasantly
penetrated my meetings with her.

Her home and studio on the cor-
ner of Uzundzhovska Street and Tsar
Boris I was a true jewel. Her husband
Atanas "Bobby" Mladenov played a
major role in its building and furnish-
ing. Bobby, expelled from studying
archaeology for political reasons,
later became a theater expert at

TSKT (Central Puppet Theater,
Sofia). All the latest fashions of inte-
rior design now seem totally unimag-
inative in comparison with the ele-
gance of Nacheva and Mladenov's
home. Some sort of holy traditional
glow shone from the furniture in their
home, the bookshelves were shaped
like an iconostasis, the window seats,
the natural color of the wood and the
calming shades of the textiles. In this
house comfort and modern technolo-
gies delicately but harmoniously unit-
ed the traditional with the modern.

At the Academy of Art Milka
Nacheva was a student of Professor
Ivan Penkov, Mara Penkova's brother.
With unhidden emotion she later
revealed how she had became
involved with the puppet theater: one
day in Ivan Penkov's class a
woman's head peeked around the
door and very casually shouted out,
"Hey Ivan, c'mere for a minute."
Professor Penkov, obviously unhappy
at this show of familiarity, murmured
something and went out. After a little
while they both returned and the pro-
fessor introduced his sister to the
students, who at the time were prac-
ticing puppet theater. Without wast-
ing any time Penkova gave the stu-
dents a task: everyone had to individ-
ually to draw up the set design for the
play Little Lilyanka by Leda Mileva.
The best one would be used by her
theater, with the consultant and
judge being Professor Penkov. The
work of Milka Nacheva was eventual-
ly chosen and that day dates as the
beginning of her working partnership
with Mara Penkova. Milka was later
appointed as a regular scenographer
for the theater. Between 1948 and
1957 she designed sets for no less
than 36 productions. That works out
as some four productions every year!
This is an amazingly busy schedule
for a young specialist just starting
out. "I was on fire," Nacheva later
explained, "because I could see so
many exciting possibilities to make
something of the puppet theater."

Nacheva quit the National Puppet
Theater (NKT) after the death of
Mara Penkova, most likely feeling fed
up by the scramble to lead the
"mother troupe." She went full time
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with the National Youth Theater,
became more involved in cinema, as
well as with different puppet and
drama theaters throughout the coun-
try. In other words Milka Nacheva
became a very busy lady. I remem-
ber when I, Milka and five or six oth-
ers were on a theater jury in Stara
Zagora. Summer had come early and
we had to watch puppet theater the
whole day cramped in a stuffy room.
In the evening we all gathered in
Nacheva's room, talking rather loudly
and smoking and drinking. Milka had
brought with her some "home-brew,"
which miraculously appeared out of
the startlingly long legs of a puppet
she was knitting. Immediately after
Stara Zagora she had to leave for an
international festival abroad and this
rather long-legged puppet was sup-
posed to be given as a present.

Milka Nacheva was an indispen-
sable secretary for the Bulgarian
branch of the International
Association for Child and Youth
Theaters (ASSITEZH). The entire
workings of the International Youth
Theater, which at that time was very
active, wouldn't have been possible
were it not for her tireless input. She
spoke fluent German, which not only
made communication with personal
contacts a whole lot easier but
increased the efficiency of the whole
ASSITEZH Bulgarian office.

In the years when I started to
work professionally as a puppet the-
ater critic, Milka Nacheva was
already working in other spheres. Her
work therefore didn't fall within my
scope; however, in my historical
research for the National Puppet
Theater her personality was ever-
present. Particularly valuable to me
are her recollections of the early
years after the founding of the the-
ater. She was not only a witness to
all the meetings with Mara Penkova
and her work but also to the aesthet-
ic maturing of the art under
Professor Ivan Penkov. Seeing that
Mara is no longer with us I would like
to take this opportunity to belatedly
express my respect for her and
thank her for finding the time and
patience to fill me in on facts that
without her would have remained lost
forever in both the history of the pup-
pet theater and the National Puppet
Theater.

***
The actor Pencho Manchev

appeared on the theater scene in

1948 and remained there until his
retirement. He was very proud of his
profession but also possessed an
obvious talent as a puppet theater
dramatist and poet. Throughout his
creative career, despite his heavy
involvement in the National Puppet
Theater, he proved to be Bulgaria's
most productive author of puppet
plays and adaptations. Between
1949 and 1978 he wrote 21 of the
plays that TSKT performed. He
undoubtedly added to this figure in
the following years. His plays, to a
certain extent, satisfied the unabated
demand for good Bulgarian plays not
only coming from TSKT but from all
state and amateur theaters in the
country. It was precisely Pencho
Manchev that adapted Andersen's
play The Nightingale. In this produc-
tion by the National Puppet Theater
(NKT), we see the appearance for
the first time in Bulgaria of a new
kind of puppet: yavayki. The year
was 1954 and the director was
Lyuben Saev, an actor from the
National Theater. However, we need
to emphasize the importance of the
artistic intuition of Manchev who
drew him to the script in the first
place, setting new horizons for the
puppet arts. In Max and Moritz we
see some very interesting new pro-
duction ideas coming from the dram-
aturgy. His biggest acting success,
however, was without doubt Rabbit
School (director Lilyana Docheva,
scenographer Yordanka Licheva,
music Vesa Berova, premieres on
October 3, 1959), whose role in win-
ning the Golden Medal in Bucharest
(1960) is indisputable. After this suc-
cess the play naturally graced both
amateur and professional theater
stages throughout Europe. Pencho
Manchev meanwhile was still mod-
estly walking around with his worn-
out overcoat bought with his modest

actor's salary, and weighed down by
his own unhappiness. Inconsistent
international attitudes towards actors
and their rights prevented him from
making the most of his talent.

***
After the death of Mara Penkova

it was necessary to create a new
artistic management team at the the-
ater. In recent years we have seen
lots of "recollections" focusing on
this period in which I, as a contem-
porary, sense that the authors were
simply pursuing self-interests and
self-gratification. The new director
Stancho Gerdzhikov came from the
Ministry of Culture. This was followed
by an administrative meeting which
nobody has mentioned anywhere.
Just a coincidence? Of course not.
As a result, the embittered Blagoy
Hadzhiyankov quit his post as i.d.
director.

But where did NKT find itself in
relation to the puppet arts and in the
bigger picture of Bulgarian culture at
that time and up until 1960?
Humbled, suppressed and without
perspective would be my immediate
assessment. The kind of art it was
producing was viewed by the public
as pathetic and patronizing. The chil-
dren at least seemed to enjoy it,
mainly because the soul of a child is
built that way, generous and open
towards everything that brings it a bit
of joy. This wasn't enough to
increase the authority of the puppet
theater or to put it on an equal foot-
ing amongst the other, more three-
dimensional, arts of the time. The
lack of mastery of the technical par-
ticulars and the lack of a clear theo-
retical approach to puppet theater
arts weighed heavily on it. The most
basic natural aspects of puppet the-
ater - generalized and metaphor -
could not be glimpsed anywhere.
The blame for this lethargy cannot
be attributed to the puppet theater
alone. This was the general state of
aesthetic thinking in Bulgarian arts at
the time, of which the puppet theater
was just an insignificant part. It is
important to point out, however, that
the puppet theater very quickly, in
just over a decade, managed to pull
itself together and to prove to the
world that it now possessed a mod-
ern and truly artistic way of thinking.

The puppet theater's acheive-
ments succeeded in attracting a line
of professionals from dramatic the-
ater: Vasil Stefanov - a theoretician
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from the conventional theater, who
became a Professor of Puppet Arts
and who even today remains
involved; the late Iliyana Drumeva,
acritic who founded and was the first
director of the Department of Puppet
Arts at the Bulgarian Actors' Union;
Yulian Vuchkov, a critic who later
became the chief editor of the jour-
nal Theater. Vuchkov deserves par-
ticular recognition for transforming
the publication into the principal plat-
form for puppet theater in Bulgaria.
We must also remember the late
Violeta Konsulova, Teodosi

Teodosiev, and Stoyan Naydenov,
among others. More important than
merely listing names is the necessity
to correctly recognize their contribu-
tions in bringing the puppet arts to a
professional level and in implement-
ing a creative dialogue towards
establishing solid aesthetic founda-
tions. This meant not only more civi-
lized way of leading discussions but
also the development of theatrical
theory and the introduction of criti-
cism into the puppet theater. It is of
particular importance to note the
inseparable link between the prosper-
ity of this type of art and the accom-
panying buzz of the critics. It is an old
truth that aesthetic enlightenment
can only be realized when supported
by a strong artistic background. This
works both ways – any noteworthy
artistic production, if isolated, would
not have a long life if proper thought
was not given to the aesthetics or if
no attempt was made to find it its true
place in the landscape of our nation-
al culture. This was an obligatory
condition for development. The emer-
gence of a Bulgarian puppet art crit-
icism and its history was an indication
that the necessary artistic prerequi-
sites for puppet theater were in place
and that we could now start to be
proud of them.

***
There was a time in my life when

I was convinced that the history of
the puppet theater as an academic
field had a grand future and that all
debatable events and unclear prob-
lems would in time receive fitting
explanations. Yet so many develop-
ments have happened before my
eyes that I am now more inclined to
think that everything that has gone
before is lost and irretrievable.
Veterans of the puppet theater are
leaving this world one by one without
documenting their memories and

nobody pays particular attention to
those who are still with us. Before my
very eyes puppets, photos and publi-
cations have either gone to waste or
just simply disappeared.

One glaring example of this care-
lessness and irresponsibility is the
case of Georgi Saravanov. It is
unforgiveable that his name is
unknown not only amongst younger
puppet theater circles but also
amongst the older generations.
There are several reasons for this:
first, the complex vanity of those
working in puppet theater; second,
the fact that the press set aside so
little space for the puppet theater
that even the operational reviews
were insufficient, let alone the histor-
ical notes. Third is the very peculiar
and unsociable character of
Saravanov, his inability to communi-
cate effectively coupled with his
excessive ambition. I recently read a
recollection from an actor from the
Plovdiv Theater that Saravanov had
founded. The actor went on to say
that once Saravanov had quit the
theater he steadfastly avoided all
meetings with any of his former col-
leagues. I don't doubt this, but isn't
there a single person who set foot in
the theater during Saravanov's time
or who was taught professionally by
his team who can overcome their
own ego and open a civilized and
nature dialogue about this man?

I saw Georgi Saravanov only
once, when he was returning from
Moscow with Atanas Ilkov after
meeting with the Moscow TSKT for
the first time. I remember him as a
short man with a grey suit who
enthusiastically shared his impres-
sions. In my personal archives I also
hold similar recollections of
Yordanka Saravanova, his long time
and devoted co-worker. Yordanka
would also become his wife and
mother to his children, facing side-
by-side the trials of poverty and dep-
rivation. They later divorced and until
her retirement Yordanka remained an
actress in the Varna Puppet Theater.
She begins her memoirs with the
sentence; "In 1946, after the end of
the war, Georgi Saravanov decided
to form a puppet theater in Plovdiv.
The idea came to him when he was
still fighting on the front…" With this
sentence she captures the thoughts
of a soldier dreaming about peace
time, an interesting topic to debate at
length. But let us now leave off the

topic of the Plovdiv Puppet Theater.
Saravanov's first show was during
the winter of 1946, and his eventual
split with the puppet theater came in
1958. What does this tell you?
Doesn't it seem rather unfair and
even a bit cruel for people to simply
erase so many years from the life of
an artist? Today's generations, com-
ing from a background of scan-
dalously high salaries and expensive
property, would find it hard to believe
how a ten-meter or so piece of cloth
used for costumes in consecutive
performances, could become a
source of conflict that led to
Saravanov quitting the theater. Even
I, being able to appreciate the pover-
ty of Bulgarian citizens during these
years, as well as understanding his
moral viewpoint on such issues, con-
sider such a thing to have been
blown out of all proportion.

The most significant achievement
of Georgi Saravanov was the creation
of puppet operas, especially at a time
when sound-recording and sound-
production technology was still
unknown in Bulgaria. The first produc-
tion was The Tale of Tsar Sultan by
Pushkin, which premiered in the
autumn of 1950. This was soon fol-
lowed by Tchaikovsky's Boots and
Mozart's The Abduction from the
Seraglio. A sign reading "The National
Puppet and Opera Theater" proudly
hung outside the Plovdiv Theater. The
puppet performers from this theater
would receive professional recognition
when Georgi Saravanov was awarded
the Dimitrovski Prize for directing. It's
worth bearing in mind that this was in
1950 and by 1952 the same man was
being blamed for every sin imagina-
ble. Just to complete the humiliation,
after his resignation, all his puppets
whose heads he had personally
carved out of wood were burnt. Who
commits this kind of vandalism? Who
permits it? And why do those who
know the answers to these questions
keep the truth hidden from history?!
This lack of respect towards people
and their work is so blatant that it
even puts into question the morality of
ensuing generations. For this very rea-
son the Bulgarian puppet theater will
never be able to boast a complete his-
tory. The clarification of facts also
requires morals.

In 1952 Georgi Saravanov was
invited to set up a puppet theater in
Varna. Full of new hope he moved
his entire family there: himself, his
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wife, their small child, a baby and his
elderly mother. From this point histo-
ry largely repeats itself. I knew many
people from this period who linked
their destiny to the Varna Puppet
Theater: Yakim Mikov, Georgi Popov,
Vyara Mihaylova, and Neli
Dzhedzheva, among others. I met
only the now-deceased Boris Zhelev
in later years when he was an actor
in the Sofia TSKT. He was a con-
summate professional with a tireless
sense of humor. He was always smil-
ing and glowed with a particular
calmness and warmth. I remember
Petya Mandadzhiyska for her lyrical
style of performance, for her reso-
nant, melodic voice, and for her
beaming professional elegance when
working the puppets. When we first
met she was already a star in the
theater. With particular satisfaction I
recall watching her perform some of
her biggest roles – the "Swallow" in
Oscar Wilde's The Happy Prince and
the "Countess" Pushkin's Queen of
Spades (both the plays were adapt-
ed by Yordan Todorov and directed
by Zlati Zlatev). I had known for years
that Petya had her own unique way
of playing her roles. By her own
admission, after every rehearsal
upon returning home using graphic
markings that she had invented, she
used to record all the mise en
scenes worked out during the day's
rehearsals. If in the following days
any modifications were made, she
used to put them in, too. Petya was
one of the very few actresses who
worked so hard on her own on her
roles. Perhaps for this very reason
she was such a consummate profes-
sional in her work.

I saw Petya for the last time in
1993 during the Golden Dolphin (pup-
pet theater festival in Varna). She
was standing in front of the theater
with her granddaughter in hand. On
seeing me she came over and
explained that she had learned that I
would be in Varna and so had come
especially to see me. Such a kind
thought warmed my very soul.
Between "How are you?" and "I'm
well" we talked at length about our
children who had studied together at
the National Academy for Film and
Theater Arts (VITIZ). Petya was
unfortunately in a rush so we parted
company… forever.

Not long ago I found out some-
thing linked with Petya Mandad-
zhiyska that I found very upsetting. At

the time of the festival I particularly
enjoyed two pieces by Oscar Wilde
The Nightingale and the Rose and
The Happy Prince. For me this show
was one of the true high points of the
Bulgarian puppet theater and I con-
sequently wrote quite a few pieces
on it. Unfortunately I wasn't in the
habit of reading my pieces after
they'd gone to print. I could give sev-
eral explanations as to the reason
but not one would come anywhere
near to reducing the guilt I feel for
more than just a simple error, after
all it was me who gave it my
approval. I recently discovered that in
my longest piece I had omitted the
names of the two main performers,
Petya Mandadzhiyska and Sofia
Nenova. I still shudder at the thought.
I can never tolerate such errors, they
infuriate me. I checked the original
which I have kept until this day and
realized that the printers had missed
a passage. I don't know who is to
blame but of course we can't turn
back the clock. Then again, does it
really matter now? I don't believe that
Petya is now watching my guilt with
satisfaction from somewhere but I
am certain that her amazing gen-
erosity of spirit forgave me while she
was still alive, without even a word or
action to let me know that I hadn't
always been accurate when writing
about her work.

***
Stoyan Dzhedzhev was a young

actor from TSKT who sadly died pre-
maturely. He took part in nearly all the
children's shows at the theater.
Stoyan had a voice like velvet which
he mastered like a true virtuoso. His
artistic capabilities and skills with the
puppets made him especially sought
after by producers for the roles of bad
guys in children's plays. He must have
played dozens of wolves and wicked
men in all the plays of that time. One
of his last and inimitable roles was as
the servant "Pancho" in the adult pro-
duction of TSKT's Sylvester's
Treasure. Together with the other ser-
vant "with one eye, one leg and a
stammer," played by the other star of
the theater Sergei Visonov, the two
made up a fantastic comedy duo. The
two young men, with their imagina-
tions unleashed, made the already
comedic characters and situations
twice as hilarious.

Stoyan Dzhedzhev's talent was
extraordinary and simply unique.
Artistry was built into his genes. He

couldn't have gotten away from it if
he'd tried. It was as if his life was a
continuous show, a show which sadly
didn't last very long. For Stoyan there
was no difference between art and
everyday life, for him it was all the
same thing. "Getting in" and "getting
out" of character didn't exist for him.
His innate humor and ever-present
irony lit up his persona everywhere
he went, both in real life and through
his art. In everyday conversations
Stoyan wasn't a man of many words
but in a quite remarkable way just
with a mimic or gesture he was able
to paint a picture. Everything he was
involved with carried his own person-
al mark. His whole personality was a
strange symbiosis of words and pan-
tomime. I don't think actually it is
possible, at least not for me, to
describe the personality of Stoyan
Dzhedzhev with words alone. His
absence remains an unhealed
wound in the TSKT collective.

Stoyan had only one fault - he
couldn't tear himself away from his
friends with whom, after rehearsals,
he went to the local pub for a drink
or two. He was always joking with
them that after "one more glass" he'd
go home to his Sonya. And that was
that… he left with the last of them,
without even finishing his drink.
Sonya's still waiting for him now, just
like all those unperformed roles cre-
ated especially for him.

A man's life flows like a river
between birth and death. In its waters
I have swum with many people. Some
of them I liked and even loved, with
others I parted ways. For some I truly
am sorry; with others I'm thankful to
destiny for giving me time with them.
All this and much more has hap-
pened to me. For this reason I have
written this article. It represents just a
few strands from my memory. I thank
you for taking the time to read them.
I hope these lines help to draw your
thoughts to those people with whom
you have overcome the turbulent
seas of life.

To be continued.
Translation by Angela Rodel

Стоян Джеджев
Stoyan Dzhedzhev


